
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Not what, but “how” is Tacit? 
The concepts of tacit knowing, implicit knowledge, know-how, or knowing-in-

action etc., all refer to knowing and knowledge. Knowing and knowledge 

commonly imply a clear subject-object-relation as a mere fact: A person knows 

something or she knows somebody, and she knows that she is doing so. Thus, by 

her knowing the subject-object-relation is supposed to be well established. 

Correspondingly to that, not to know arrives to be an undesirable and also 

downgraded opposite to this refuge of security. For as an effect of not to know, the 

clear subject-object-relation is put in question. The tacit side, here the tacit side of 

knowing and knowledge in its positivistic understanding as a very important 

topos in pedagogy, is then ciphered out as merely negative. Not to know then is 

not a mere (nota bene negative) fact, it also implies a problematic (normally) 

personal state, there is a trace of insufficiency, it has menacing implications at 

times causing diverse escapisms and also accusations. It sometimes implies 

repressed aspects and also repressions. In the best case a chance and a going-to-

be is associated with the state of not to know. 

Resulting from this view on knowledge there is a neediness of gaining knowledge 

as an object that in this view is existentially rather important for an individual.  

At a first glance this neediness seems to resemble the intention connected to the 

aim to go back "to the things themselves" that Edmund Husserl provides for 

phenomenology. The German formula is “zu den Sachen selbst kommen”. “Sache” 

in English is thing, object, item, issue. However, to get the “Sachen” in sight, 

Husserl actually does not choose positivistic knowledge as his central reference; 

in contrary: To get a phenomenon in sight, one has to put all prejudices and 

expectations, other partialities and for this even the common or everyday views 

into brackets. The methodical procedure for this is the epoché. By carrying out 

the epoché the arousel of a “Sache” is supposed to come in sight. Here Husserls 

epistemological distinction between the act of consciousness and the phenomena 

at which the consciousness is directed (the intended “Sachen”) comes into play. 

The central question ”what (philosophically: what is truth)” here is turned into 

the question “how (how is truth)”. 
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The approach to put prejudices and expectations into brackets is a principal 

method of nearly all qualitative as well as of some quantitative approaches in 

social research. Thus, in empirical research it is a well acknowledged way of 

getting insights.  

For this it is more than puzzling, that pedagogy more or less constantly sticks on 

the kind of positivistic view on knowledge sketched initially. This tendency is true 

for more or less all terms that play a central role in pedagogy such as learning, 

intention and experience (which by the way are central terms in school 

pedagogics). - The situation in educational science is a bit different regarding the 

term Bildung.  

Anyway, I plead for a paradigm shift. 

I´m doing so mainly by strengthening the phenomenological view in didactical 

regards and as a conceptional frame of reference in general pedagogics. In the 

following considerations I will figure out the phenomenological view mainly by 

taking terms as experience and learning into account.  

By applying Husserls perspective, the subject-object-relation turns out to be only 

a secondary phenomenon. Our knowing and knowledge, better to say, our 

insights about subject-object-relations are a secondary phenomenon, dependent 

on the way how they are constituted.  

To give a practical example that at first directly leads us to didactics: a tree is not 

the same for a biologist or for a forester, for a gardener or for a child, because 

they look at the trees differently, regarding it as a biological niche (biologist), as 

part of a wood (forester), as a ground for building a tree house (child). In other 

contexts I work this insight out as a basic idea for didactics as I explain it as the 

core of the didactical principles “constituting corporality” and “performative 

play”. Both reflect on “open” classroom-situations that are combined with 

different modus of “staging knowledge” to get its regarding as - status in sight. - I 

do not want go into further details about this here. 

To change over to the theoretical background of pedagogy, I will turn to the 

phenomenological standpoint on epistemology, causing a methodology to get in 

sight phenomena as learning. A special focus lies on the relation of the tacit and 

the explicit dimensions figured out here: 

I already mentioned the turn from ”what?” to “how?”. - Bernhard Waldenfels 

(1992) here goes even further than Husserl. Waldenfels (1992) gives cause for 

the serious concern that by a mere abstinence of judging one does not arrive at 

the “things themselves”. He points out that the constitution of a thing in one´s 

perception is not an explicit process, but takes place implicitly, unintentional and 

en passant. A phenomenon is actualized as sensual effects, not verbally 

expressible feelings or perceptions, as subliminal notions, as an oration in silence 



or the like. Just by such mediations a phenomenon arrives as a thing at hand and 

at disposal for our thinking and doing. Waldenfels (1998) regards the language 

games (Wittgenstein) of difference (displacement, deformation, condensation, 

alienation, in the way of hearing or seeing differently etc.) as possibilities to get in 

sight how something is perceived as something to cipher out the intentional bases 

of our perception as a heterogeneous field. - He writes: „An issue is not simply the 

same, it comes out to be the same in the course of changing modes of being and of 

being intended, by which he is observed nearby or from far away, from this or 

from that angle, the modes of being perceived, remembered, expected or fancied, 

the ways of being estimated, handled or endeavored, the condition of being stated 

as really existing or not existing, being regarded as possible or as dubious.“1 By 

regarding perceiving as a ”perceiving as” a phenomenon is thus no concrete thing 

in the empirical or real world, but it is constituted. Of interest is, what makes it to 

be the thing it seems to be. Meant are the circumstances or conditions of its 

constitution that are more than a clear intention. Thus, a phenomenon and the 

knowledge about it are seen as a result, as an outcome, and at the same time as an 

aim. Moreover, insights are responses, resonances, even hypothesis´ etc. 

dependent on diverse factors, not at least on situational ones and on social 

interactions constituting and shaping them. In methodological regards this entails 

to leave aside objectivistic claims of truth and to establish a view that mainly 

reflects on heterologies. The didactical implication of this is to primarily get in 

sight the diversity and heterogeneity of phenomena and possible experiences not 

only practically, but also by reframing the common conceptional references of 

pedagogy.  

Thus, the phenomenologist Käte Meyer-Drawe (2008) regards the experience of 

learning itself as a tacit phenomenon; according to her, learning can only roughly 

be shaped by referring to its circumstances or to its results, but it arises 

spontaneously, it is an occurrence, while the beginning of learning is never 

obvious. It is not possible to merely gather or gain acknowledgements, insights 

and understandings as things. In contrary: “Human learning starts with a 

rejection.”2 Like every human experience learning involves multiple disruptions, 

chiasms, fissures, distances. Meyer-Drawe points out that these diverse gaps in an 

experience lead to the character of being befallen, meeting a happening to which 

we´re committed to without being able to help it. The perturbations, irritations 

and imbalances that are connected to each of our experiences are part of the 

fundamental inner alienation; this is one of her main hypothesis. Tacit 

dimensions of being are understood here as steady shadowing, not to overcome 
                                                           
1 „Der Gegenstand ist nicht einfach ein und derselbe, er erweist sich als derselbe im Wechsel von Gegebenheits- und 
Intentionsweisen, in denen er aus der Nähe oder aus der Ferne, von dieser oder von jener Seite erschaut, in denen er 
wahrgenommen, erinnert, erwartet oder phantasiert, in denen er beurteilt, behandelt oder erstrebt, in denen er als 
wirklich behauptet, als möglich oder zweifelhaft hingestellt oder negiert wird.“ (Waldenfels 1992, S. 15) 
2 Meyer-Drawe 2005, p.31 



by knowledge, evidence and proof. According to her, learning it is a blind spot or 

better contour in our experiental field, like a fissure inside each learning subject 

which is at the same time a steady and inevitable fault line. This in the end leads 

to the interpretation that the situation of learning is likewise narcotic including a 

painful encountering with oneself. This is empirically obvious in the respect that 

we do not know the result, even subject of our learning in details unless we have 

learnt it; at the same time in our learning process we realise that we always know 

more than we´re able to express.3 In a learning process former knowledge has to 

be rejected, alien features invade into familiar contexts. Then, for a sudden, things 

are making sense in a kind of archaic and persistent way, as if this sense had been 

there forever. Thus, in this process diverse conflicts inescapably arise inside a 

person. - Nevertheless, learning has to be aspired and even resolutely wanted, 

otherwise the awareness as an integral factor of learning would not have 

emerged. As I already pointed out in another context: This effort has only one 

moment to stick on: the inchoative character of an event.4 It is to say, we have to 

realize that we´re not the starting point and not the center of our own learning. 

„To begin without a beginning is possible as a response: [writes Andreas 

Dörpinghaus] a responding human being is moving something by being moved.”5 

Learning has a responsive character, responding to former knowledge, to new 

influences etc. The willingness to respond is here regarded as the only possible 

reference in the context of learning. The experiental rupture described above 

even passes through this willingness, which is in fact an experience. That is to say, 

this willingness is not only modeled as an intention, but also as a disposition and 

at the same time it is a happening.  

Seen from the phenomenological perspective, primordially every situation is a 

social situation. Social interaction is based upon the types of rationality and 

knowledge brought in by the actors, on the qualities of their experiences, on their 

actual moods and/or on their intentions, on their sociability.  

In short, every subject-object-relation is deriving from diverse antecedent 

phenomena.  

To define or describe tacit knowing, implicit knowledge, know-how etc. we 

therefore have to pay a closer look at  

1. …the possible ways how a subject-object-relation comes into play in a 

certain (social) situation. Then we ask which parts of it could be signified as tacit 

ones. Repression, suppression, displacement, non-observance, fading out, 

unexpected emergence, irrelevance or pettiness, contradictions, variations etc. 

                                                           
3 Meyer-Drawe 2005, p.190 cites Polanyi 1985 
4 Meyer-Drawe 2005, p.155 
5 „Ein Anfang ohne Anfang ist möglich als Antwort; der Mensch als Antwortender ist ein Beweger, der bewegt wird.“ 

(Dörpinghaus 2003, S.456) 



are terms that describe the process that is the evolutionary character of tacit 

dimensions.  

Then we focus 

2. …inaccessibility, absence, deprivation, loss, inhibited understanding, 

epoché or abstinence from judging, retardations, experiments, insensitivity etc. as 

possible aspects of a subject-object-relation. 

 

According to the phenomenological perspective tacit knowing, implicit 

knowledge is not a kind of fundus, but a steady kind of associate or acquaintance, 

intermingling in all our endeavors in various ways. In this regard it is part of our 

successes and our failures, and not only a guaranteed, but the central part in 

every learning process.  
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